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Sea Shepherd was founded in 1977 by Captain Paul Watson in Vancouver, Canada,  

with the mission to protect and conserve all marine wildlife. 

Originally established under the name Earthforce Society, the group’s �rst mission 

was to sail its newly purchased vessel, the Sea Shepherd, to the Gulf  of  St. Lawrence in Eastern 

Canada to stop the annual slaughter of  baby harp seals. Later that year Captain Watson  

hunted down the notorious pirate whaling vessel, the Sierra, and rammed it in a Portuguese 

harbor, thus ending its infamous career as the scourge of  the seas and cementing Sea 

Shepherd’s reputation for direct action tactics to stop poachers.

O�cially incorporated as the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society in 1981,  

today the movement has entities established in over twenty countries, a �eet of  ten vessels 

known as Neptune’s Navy, and thousands of  passionate volunteers working together  

on direct-action campaigns around the world. 

Thanks to the unwavering support of  generous supporters, in 2017 Sea Shepherd 

celebrated its fourth decade of  marine conservation by conducting a record twenty-�ve 

campaigns in just one year. From the Southern Ocean in Antarctica and the Gulf  of  Guinea  

in West Africa to Germany’s Baltic Sea and Mexico’s Gulf  of  California,  

Sea Shepherd crew worked in partnership with local authorities to combat illegal, unreported, 

and unregulated (IUU) �shing, removed thousands of  deadly �shing nets, and gathered 

evidence to help bring poachers to justice. On-shore campaigns protected endangered sea  

turtle nests, removed tons of  dangerous marine debris from beaches and waterways  

and exposed the illegal transport of  shark �ns in Southeast Asia. 

While the frontlines of  ocean conservation may continue to change,  

Sea Shepherd will be there to defend, conserve, and protect marine life and the ecosystems  

that support life on planet earth.
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NEPTUNE’S PLANETARY NAVY

Forty years ago I established an organization for the purpose 
of  intervening against illegal exploitation of  marine wildlife.

It was 1977 and I had just resigned from the Green-
peace Foundation of  which I was a founding director.

I could no longer abide bearing witness, hanging 
banners, and taking photographs of  slaughter and de-
struction. I felt that protesting was simply submissive and 
futile. There had to be another path.

And thus, I founded the Sea Shepherd Conservation 
Society in British Columbia, Canada. Four decades later 
we have become a highly e�ective global movement for 
ocean conservation.

With our �rst ship, the Sea Shepherd, we hunted 
down the pirate whaler Sierra, in July 1979, rammed it 
twice, and ended its criminal career.

That action changed the rules for the conservation 
movement. Direct action spoke much louder than words, 
and although we were aggressive, we strategically re-
mained non-violent. I called it aggressive nonviolence, 
and not once in our forty years of  operations have we 
caused a single death, nor have we caused a single physical 
injury to any person.

We operate within the boundaries of  practicality and 
the law and in accordance with the principles established 
in the United Nations World Charter for Nature.

Since 1977, Sea Shepherd has shut down illegal whal-
ing, sealing, and �sh poaching operations. We have res-
cued dolphins, defended sea turtles, and we have worked 
with the Mexican government to defend the endangered 
Vaquita by searching for and con�scating hundreds of  il-

legal nets in the waters of  the Sea of  Cortez. Our crews 
saved the lives of  over 6,000 whales in the waters around 
Antarctica and ended the plundering of  the tooth�sh in 
the Southern Ocean by shutting down an entire poach-
ing �eet. We chased an illegal Chinese drift net �eet back 
to China where they were arrested by the Chinese gov-
ernment, seized another Chinese poaching �eet in East 
Timor, stopped BP and Chevron from drilling in the Great 
Australian Bight, freed illegally caught Blue�n tuna from 
the nets of  poachers, and forged enforcement partner-
ships with Mexico, Gabon, Liberia, East Timor, Ecuador, 
São Tomé and Príncipe, Dominica, and Italy. In short, a 
litany of  successful campaigns involving thousands of  
passionate volunteers.

It is these volunteers that have made Sea Shepherd ef-
fective. The passion, the imagination, and the courage of  
volunteers from around the world is the most important 
factor in Sea Shepherd campaigns. We could not pay pro-
fessionals to take the risks and to work as hard to achieve 
what these volunteers do for free.

Sea Shepherd exists because of  the dedicated crew 
that serves on the ships, works as on-shore volunteers, and 
the generous people who donate to our collective e�orts. 
It is a movement of  Oceanic Warriors making waves and 
thus making a di�erence.

And although I created an organization, it is thanks 
to the passion of  thousands that Sea Shepherd has be-
come a global movement, and the value of  this cannot 
be underestimated. The Japanese whalers discovered 
this when they used their power to obstruct my personal 
movements and attempted to shut down the operations 
of  Sea Shepherd in the USA.

An individual can be stopped. An organization can 
be shut down. A movement, however, is untouchable and 
an idea is unstoppable.

Today, Sea Shepherd operates as registered indepen-
dent entities in dozens of  di�erent nations united by a 
common philosophy and common objectives. Incorrupt-
ible, courageous, and dedicated to the collective under-
standing that if  the ocean dies, we all die!

We are a biocentric force for ecology, representing 
our clients—the living species in the sea, from phyto-
plankton to the great whales.

Sea Shepherd leadership is composed of  men and 
women who began as volunteers on ships and campaigns 
and weathered the confrontations, the storms, and the 
controversies.

Today, our ships are deployed in both hemispheres 
from Antarctica to the Arctic and can be found where our 
clients need us.

When you become a supporter of  Sea Shepherd, 
you become part of  a dynamic movement that is literally 
changing the world for the better.

 
For the oceans, for our children, and for all future 

generations of  all living things.
 

Captain Paul Watson
Founder of  the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society

President of  the Board of  Directors (USA)

Executive Director Sea Shepherd USA

Established 1977

Sail forth! steer for the deep waters only!

Reckless, O soul, exploring, I with thee, and thou with me;

For we are bound where mariner has not yet dared to go,

And we will risk the ship, ourselves and all.

Walt Whitman
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fiscate illegal fishing gear and assist authorities to arrest 
poachers on a daily basis.

Net by net, hook by hook and ship by ship—we are 
taking the oceans back.

If  you are involved with Sea Shepherd because of  
a fervent belief  in animal rights, then in just these past 
three years since our African IUU fishing campaigns be-
gan, we have saved more animals than all of  our preced-
ing years combined. 

If  your ocean advocacy stems from a passion to pro-
tect the environment, then we have assisted authorities 
to arrest eighteen IUU fishing vessels in West Africa in 
those few years.

And—if  it’s a longing for social justice that drives 
you, then we are the only forceful, direct line of  defense 
stopping wealthy fishing vessels from some of  the world’s 
wealthiest countries from stealing from some of  the 
world’s poorest people.

This book celebrates the millions of  whales, dol-
phins, seals, sea turtles and fish we have saved over the 
past forty years. Our goal for our eightieth anniversary 
must be to celebrate having defended the oceans from 
the scourge of  overfishing.

We’ve won a lot of  battles together—now let’s go 
win ourselves the war. 

Captain Peter Hammarstedt
Director of  Campaigns, Sea Shepherd Global

ON THE FRONTLINE 
OF OCEAN CONSERVATION

The photobook that you hold in your hands celebrates 
forty years of  history, making history. It commemorates 
four decades of  lives saved and criminal operations shut 
down, allowing us the opportunity to learn important 
lessons from the past so that we can effectively focus on 
the critical conservation campaigns of  the future. 

If  current trends in fishing and habitat-destruction 
continue, then by 2048 all of  the world’s major fisher-
ies will collapse. Around the same time, the amount of  
plastic in the oceans will outweigh the amount of  fish.

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Elizabeth Kolbert 
wrote about the sixth extinction: the sixth in a line of  
five massive species die-offs, but the first to be caused 
by us. She believes that 20–50% of  all plants and animals 
could disappear by the end of  this century—species like 
the vaquita porpoise, the bluefin tuna and almost every 
single species of  sea turtle. 

Technological challenges once delayed the full-scale 
massacre of  marine wildlife. But that was before the in-
vention of  the grenade-tipped whaling harpoon, onboard 
freezer facilities for massive factory vessels catching tuna, 
and military-technology like GPS and sonar that ensure 
that marine wildlife has nowhere to hide.

The year 2048 is just thirty years away. That means 
that we have less time to turn this tide of  destruction 
than Sea Shepherd has been around to date. 

When Captain Paul Watson started Sea Shepherd, 
he created a critical tool for extinction prevention. An 
organization to protect whales and seals that by necessi-

ty has grown from a “Save the Whales” movement to a 
“Save the Oceans” movement.

As the shepherds of  the sea it is our job to keep our 
flock safe. And as Sea Shepherd has grown, so has our 
responsibility to care for our flock, the creatures of  the sea.

Our obligation is always to our non-human clients 
and after forty years, I am convinced that it is in the fight 
to stop illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing 
that we can serve our clients best; because overfishing, of  
which IUU fishing is the main culprit, is the greatest threat 
to the oceans and its inhabitants.

It’s estimated that 15–40% of  the global catch of  fish 
is caught through IUU fishing.

Ninety percent of  the global catch of  fish is caught in 
the waters of  coastal states, meaning that a country has the 
authority to uphold fisheries and conservation law there.

Thus, if  we are serious about saving the oceans, 
then we must work together with governments whose 
economic resources are stretched to the point that they 
cannot adequately monitor, control and surveillance their 
waters. However, like these governments, Sea Shepherd’s 
resources are stretched as well. 

How do we mount the most powerful, possible 
response to the global assault on our oceans, especially 
considering our limited resources?

We must identity key areas of  biodiversity: places 
where we draw our battle lines, areas where we dig in 
our positions and fronts from which we fight back against 
poachers who have plundered those places for way too 
long—countries like Liberia and Gabon. 

I could not be prouder over the direction in which 
we are headed with our IUU fishing campaigns as we con-
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1975/76
In 1969, Paul Watson helped form the 
Don’t Make a Wave Committee to organize 
a campaign against nuclear testing at 
Amchitka Island in the Aleutians. In 
1971, the group sailed to Amchitka on 

the Greenpeace and the Greenpeace Too. In 
1972 the name of  the Don’t Make a Wave 
Committee is o�cially changed to the 
Greenpeace Foundation.

Facing page 

Paul Watson measures a young sperm whale 

illegally slain by a Soviet harpoon vessel 60 miles 

off the Paci�c coast of Mendocino, California, in 

June 1975. 

In 1976, he led the first Greenpeace e�ort to 
oppose the commercial slaughter of  seals 
in eastern Canada, and sailed again as First 
Mate on the Greenpeace VII to confront the 
Soviet whaling fleet.

Robert Hunter and Paul Watson blocked the 

movement of the Norwegian sealing ship Arctic 

Endeavour off the coast of Labrador. Although 

the ice was breaking up beneath their feet, they 

refused to move and the ship was stopped.
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After two more Greenpeace campaigns 
challenging Soviet whalers and Canadian 
sealers in 1977, Paul Watson parts ways 
to establish the precursor to Sea Shepherd 
Conservation Society, called the Earthforce 
Conservation Society, in Vancouver, 
Canada. Founding members include  

Starlet Lum, Ron Precious, and  
Captain Al “Jet” Johnson (co-founder  
of  Greenpeace). 1977

Paul Watson forces a Soviet 

harpoon vessel to stop in the 

North Paci�c in 1977. 

Facing page

As leader of Greenpeace’s 

second seal campaign in 1977, 

Paul Watson non-violently 

protested the sealing by 

handcuf�ng himself to a bundle 

of seal pelts and was dragged 

through the frozen sea and 

onto the Norwegian sealing 

ship where he was beaten on 

the deck. 
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Paul Watson stands in front of Sea Shepherd, 

the organization’s �rst vessel—a British trawler 

originally named Westella—purchased with 

donations from the Cleveland Amory of the 

Fund for Animals and the Royal Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA). 1978
Sea Shepherd departs on its �rst voyage, sailing 

to the Gulf of St. Lawrence to disrupt the annual 

Canadian seal slaughter. 
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FIRST CANADIAN SEAL DEFENSE  
CAMPAIGN
In 1979, Sea Shepherd becomes the �rst 
ship to go to the ice for the purpose of  
protecting baby harp seals on the Eastern 
Coast of  Canada. Before Paul Watson 
and his crew are arrested, they save over 
a thousand baby seals by spraying their 
white pelts with an indelible organic dye to 
render them commercially worthless. 

HUNT FOR THE SIERRA
Later that year, Sea Shepherd hunts down 
one of  the world’s most notorious pirate 
whalers, the Sierra in Portugal. After 
ramming and disabling it, Captain Watson 
surrenders to the Portuguese Navy. The 
story makes headlines worldwide and 
exposes the operations of  the pirate 
whalers and their Japanese and Norwegian 
connections. The Port Captain rules that 
there will be no charges against the Sea 
Shepherd crew, but the ship is seized and 
held until Captain Watson and Chief  
Engineer Peter Woof  scuttle the ship 
on New Year’s Eve in Leixoes harbor to 
prevent it from being handed over to the 
whalers’ Sierra Trading Company. 

Sealers gesture at the Sea 

Shepherd, on board a boat full  

of skinned seals. 

Paul Watson prevents a 

Canadian Coast Guard 

helicopter from landing on  

the ice.

1979

The Sea Shepherd en-route to 

the east coast of Canada. 

A crew member applies dye to 

the coat of a young harp seal. 

The Sea Shepherd stands 

guard over a young harp seal.

CANADIAN SEAL HUNT
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Captain Watson and the Sea 

Shepherd crew �nd the Sierra 

in Portuguese waters.

The Sea Shepherd lays scuttled 

in port.

SIERRA RAMMING

Paul Watson speaks to journalists 

after the ramming of the Sierra.

The destroyed hull of the Sierra. 

Peter Wolf (l), Paul Watson,  

and Jerry Doran (r)—the three 

crew members of the Sierra 

ramming.
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-------------------

W I L D L I F E

-------------------

Sea Shepherd’s clients are the animals who call the oceans home. The very first 

campaigns were to interfere with the annual harp seal slaughter in Eastern 

Canada and to stop pirate whaling operations in the North Atlantic. In the 

past forty years Sea Shepherd’s mission has extended to protect all marine 

wildlife, from the tiniest krill to the largest whales, and the delicately 

balanced ocean ecosystems that support them. 

Many campaigns have fought to stop the slaughter of marine mammals such 

as whales, dolphins, and seals, as well as sea turtles and their vulnerable 

hatchlings struggling to make it to sea, but apex predators such as sharks 

now need protection because of the growing demand for shark-fin soup and shark 

liver oil. 

Sea Shepherd’s most recent campaigns tackle the deadliest threat 

to ocean wildlife: illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing, 

responsible for up to 40% of the total global catch. Protecting our wildlife 

clients also means preserving their habitat from threats such as oil spills, 

contaminated fish farms, and marine debris like plastics and ghost nets.
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SCUTTLING OF WHALE POACHING FLEET
In 1980, Captain Watson and his crew 
scuttle several whaling vessels in ports, 
including the newly-repaired Sierra and 
two Spanish vessels which had been 
violating whaling quotas, the Ibsa I and Ibsa 
II. To stop the outlaw whaler Astrid, they 
post reward notices all over the waterfront 
of  Las Palmas in the Canary Islands 
o�ering a $25,000 bounty, forcing the 
pirate ship’s owners to retire the vessel.

The worldwide publicity of  the sinkings 
prompts the South African Navy to sink 
the Susan and the Theresa after seizing 
them from the owners of  the Sierra, 
and soon afterwards all illegal whaling 
operations in the Atlantic cease. Captain 
Watson sells the movie rights to the 
Sea Shepherd and Sierra story and raised 
enough money to purchase another �shing 
trawler in Britain, the St. Giles, which is 
renamed Sea Shepherd II.

1980
After the Sierra Trading Company spends over 

one million dollars to repair the Sierra, the whaling 

ship is scuttled in port by the Sea Shepherd crew, 

thus permanently ending the career of the world’s 

most ruthless illegal whaling ship. 

Facing page

The Ibsa I, scuttled in Vigo, Spain along with the 

Ibsa II, for violating whaling quotas. 
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CANADA SEAL DEFENSE
Despite a court order from 1980 barring 
him from going near the Canadian seal 
hunt, Captain Watson and his crew kayak 
to the Gulf  of  St. Lawrence on the second 
seal defense campaign, spraying hundreds 
of  seals with harmless blue dye to prevent 
sealers from slaughtering them for their fur. 

SIBERIAN WHALING CAMPAIGN
The Sea Shepherd II departs for Soviet 
Siberia to document and expose the illegal 
whaling industry. Although pursued by the 
Soviet Navy, the crew documents illegal 
Soviet whaling activities o�  the coast of  
Siberia used to feed a fur farm, and turns 
over the evidence to the US Congress.

Paul Watson speaks with 

Canadian police. His 1980 

conviction is eventually 

overturned on appeal.

Facing page

Paul Watson leads a crew 

with three ocean kayaks to 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence to 

spray hundreds of seals with 

harmless blue dye.

1981
On April 6, 1981 the Sea Shepherd 
Conservation Society is o�cially registered 
as a charitable organization in the State  
of  Oregon. 
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RUSSIAN WHALING

A whale is processed on a 

Soviet whaling vessel. 

A Russian fur farm. 

Facing page

Russian soldiers patrol the 

shoreline.

40 | 1981  1981 | 41

A Russian navy helicopter. 

A Russian navy ship circles  

the Sea Shepherd II.

A crew member prepares  

barb wire to discourage a 

boarding party.
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DOLPHIN DEFENSE CAMPAIGN
Sea Shepherd’s �rst campaign to stop the 
slaughter of  dolphins took place on Iki 
Island, Japan. To avoid a confrontation, 
the Japanese government invites Captain 
Watson to Iki Island for three days of  
negotiations with the local �shermen, who 
eventually agree to end the slaughter of  
dolphins.

UK SEAL DEFENSE CAMPAIGNS
Sea Shepherd crew completely disrupts the 
killing of  grey seals in the Scottish Orkney 
Islands and on Iniskea Island in the Irish 
Sea. They establish the Sea Shepherd 
Islands Trust to purchase the Orkney 
Island of  Little Green Holm and transform 
it into a permanent sanctuary for the 
grey seals. At the end of  the season the 
government of  Ireland �nally rules to shut 
down the grey seal hunt in the Irish Sea.  

1982
IKI ISLAND

The aftermath of a slaughter.

The dolphin slaughter on  

Iki Island, Japan. 

Sea Shepherd grey seal 

sanctuary on Little Green 

Holm Island in the Scottish 

Orkney Islands.
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CANADA SEAL DEFENSE
In 1983, the Sea Shepherd II blockades the 
harbor at St. John’s, Newfoundland, for the 
third campaign to defend baby harp seals 
from Canadian sealers. The sealing �eet 
is prevented from leaving for two weeks, 
and Sea Shepherd drives four more ships 
out of  the seal nursery in the Gulf  of  St. 
Lawrence before Canadian Coast Guard 
icebreakers ram the Sea Shepherd II and the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 
arrest the captain and crew for violating 
the ironically-named Seal Protection Act 
which makes it unlawful to document 
the seal hunt. However, the Quebec 
Court of  Appeal rules in favor of  Captain 
Watson and the crew of  the Sea Shepherd 
II, dropping all charges and realeasing the 
ship. Sea Shepherd sued the government 
and was awarded $50,000 for damages to 
the ship while under detention.

1983
The crew walks on the  

forti�ed bow. 

Paul Watson with a harp seal. 

The crew moves supplies. 

Facing page 

The Sea Shepherd II moves 

through the ice.
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Crew members set up 

antiboarding devices to 

discourage boarding.

Facing page 

The RCMP and the Canadian 

Coast Guard ram and board 

the Sea Shepherd II.
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1984
OPERATION FRIENDS OF THE WOLF 
Without a ship, in 1984 Captain Paul 
Watson launched a land-based campaign 
on behalf  of  wolves, organizing a high-
pro�le intervention against the aerial 
shooting of  wolves in northern British 
Columbia. In the hostile town of  Fort 
Nelson, Captain Watson holds a press 
conference and debates four hundred 
hunters and trappers in heated arguments 
that make national news. Captain 

Watson and Robert Hunter publish Cry 
Wolf ! exposing the corruption behind 
the government’s wolf  eradication 
programs, with a forward written by the 
former British Columbian Minister of  the 
Environment Rafe Mair. The publicity 
forces the resignation of  the British 
Columbian Minister of  the Environment, 
Anthony Brummett. 

Two dead wolves on the �oor 

of the Press Conference room.

Paul Watson speaking to a 

hostile audience on the aerial 

shooting of wolves in northern 

British Columbia. 

Facing page 

Paul Watson in the wilderness 

of British Columbia.
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WOLF CAMPAIGN Paul Watson speaking  

to a journalist while keeping  

an eye on the media.

Journalists speaking  

to Paul Watson.

Facing page 

Wolf activists posing with  

a wolf for the Friends of the 

Wolf campaign. 
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1985

FAROE ISLANDS CAMPAIGN 1985–1986
Sea Shepherd II sails for the Danish 
protectorate of  the Faroe Islands in the 
�rst campaign to intervene against the 
illegal slaughter of  pilot whales and other 
dolphins. Captain Watson sends in a team 
of  �ve crewmembers to meet with the 
government, and they are arrested and 
held without charges. The Sea Shepherd II 
refuses to depart from Faroese waters until 
the crew is released. The Faroese respond 
by attacking with ri�e �re and tear gas. 
Captain Watson defends the ship with 
water cannons and cannons loaded with 
chocolate and lemon pie-�lling. The Sea 
Shepherd II escapes with documentation 
of  whaling activities and a dramatic 
confrontation �lmed and aired in a BBC 
produced award-winning documentary 
Black Harvest.

A crew member uses a �re 

hose for defense against tear 

gas and ri�e �re.  

Dead pilot whales in the Faroe 

Islands. 

Crew members defend the 

Sea Shepherd II from Faroese 

attackers.

Facing page

The Sea Shepherd II. 



1986
Sea Shepherd activists take action against illegal 

Icelandic whaling operations by sinking two of 

Iceland’s four whaling ships in Reykjavik harbor. 

They also destroy the whale processing station 

at Hvalfjörður, effectively shutting down Icelandic 

commercial whaling activities for the next sixteen 

years. The attack makes international headlines.
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---------

S H I P S

---------

Since 1977, a number of vessels have served in the Sea Shepherd fleet to 

protect our oceans in direct-action campaigns around the world. Today 

Neptune’s Navy is the largest private navy on the planet, with 12 vessels of 

varying sizes, capabilities, and histories, including former coastguard 

ships, former fishery patrol vessels, and even a former whaling vessel. All 

of our ships were bought thanks to the generous donations of our partners 

and supporters. Many of our ships are named after the donors who paid 

for their purchase; others have been named in honor of important ocean 

conservationists. Since 2016, thanks to the Dutch Postcode Lottery, for the 

first time Sea Shepherd operates a new, custom-built ship, the Ocean Warrior, 

capable of outrunning any of the poaching ships that are plundering the seas. 

Our large ocean-going ships have extended fuel capacity, so we can keep them 

on campaign for months on end. 
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The Divine Wind, a former 

Japanese tuna �shing vessel.

A tally of vessels that have 

been “rammed” and “sunk” 

over the years, painted  

on the side of the Farley 

Mowat.

The Edward Abbey, named 

after the author, friend of 

Captain Watson, and Sea 

Shepherd Advisory Board 

member. 
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The Sirenian, initially registered as a Canadian 

research vessel. 

The Cleveland Amory, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
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The Ocean Warrior, previously 

the Sea Shepherd III.

Facing page

The Whales Forever, 

previously the Switzer 

Mercator.
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The Skandi Ocean prior  

to being turned into the Sea 

Shepherd III. 

Facing page

The Sea Shepherd III, in the 

Gulf of St. Lawrence, Eastern 

Canada. 
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The Farley Mowat, formerly 

the Sea Shepherd III, 

originally built as a Norwegian 

�shery patrol vessel.
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The Ady Gil, having been 

destroyed by the Shonan 

Maru No. 2 in the Southern 

Ocean Whale Sanctuary.

Facing page

The Robert Hunter, named 

after the co-founder of 

Greenpeace.

The Robert Hunter and the 

Nisshin Maru, the Japanese 

illegal whaler. 
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The Steve Irwin, formerly the 

Robert Hunter, named after 

the Australian conservationist 

and “Crocodile Hunter.”
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The Bob Barker, named after 

American television game 

show host and animal rights 

activist.

Facing page

The Sam Simon.
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The Sam Simon, named 

after the co-creator of the 

“Simpsons” animated  

TV series.
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The Brigitte Bardot, formerly 

known as the Gojira, named 

after the actress and animal 

rights’ activist.

Facing page

The Emanuel Bronner, 

donated by Dr. Bronner’s Soap 

company.

The Bob Barker sandwiched 

between the Japanese 

whaling �eet vessels.
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The Martin Sheen, named 

after the American actor and 

activist.

Facing page

The John Paul Dejoria, 

named after the American 

entreprenur and 

philanthropist.

The Farley Mowat, Sea of 

Cortez.
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1987

ALEUTIAN DRIFTNET OPERATION
With the Sea Shepherd II in Britain and in 
need of  repairs, Sea Shepherd acquires a 
Japanese skip-jack tuna vessel and renames 
it Divine Wind, for anti-driftnet campaigns 
in the North Paci�c Aleutian Islands. They 
search for ghost nets in the Aleutians from 
Ducth Harbor to Attu, removing many 
miles of  driftnet during the expedition.

The Divine Wind leaves 

Vancouver.
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1988

To address accusations of  committing 
crimes in Iceland, Captain Watson 
returns to the island with activist Dr. 
Joanna Forwell and Sea Shepherd Sweden 
Director Sten Borg and demands that 
Iceland lay charges against Sea Shepherd 
Conservation Society and himself  for 
sinking half  of  their whaling �eet. When 
Iceland refuses, Sea Shepherd announces 
that any accusations of  criminality against 
Sea Shepherd are unwarranted as they had 
not been charged, let alone convicted, of  
any crime in Iceland.

PAUL WATSON ARRESTED Paul Watson under arrest  

in Iceland. 

Facing page

When a Sea Shepherd agent 

documents the killing of 

dolphins by a United States 

tuna seiner, the footage is 

released to the public in 

addition to �lm taken by the 

Earth Island Institute on board 

a Panamanian tuna seiner. The 

footage scandalizes the tuna 

industry and contributes to the 

ban on dolphin killing by US 

tuna companies.

AMERICAN  
TUNA VESSEL

American Purse Seiner, the 

Sea King, with dead dolphins 

on deck.
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1989
DOLPHIN PROTECTION CAMPAIGN
The Divine Wind is sold to pay for a 
complete overhaul of  the Sea Shepherd II, 
which then departs on an operation to 
protect dolphins from Venezuelan tuna 
seiners in Costa Rica and Mexican tuna 
boats in the Eastern Tropical Paci�c.

Sea Shepherd II intercepts  

two Venezuelan tuna seiners, 

and Captain Watson and  

his of�cers demand on 

inspecting their logbooks and 

their �shhold for evidence of 

dolphin killing. In addition to 

the evidence obtained, the 

logbook of the seiner Pan 

Paci�c reveals the locations of 

�shing activities where 

dolphins have been killed.
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1990

PACIFIC DRIFTNET CAMPAIGN  
1990–1992
Sea Shepherd works with a marine 
biologist and a physicist to �nd a method 
for sinking driftnet without ecological 
damage. The Sea Shepherd II then departs 
from Seattle to search for driftnet �eets 
in the North Paci�c, and rams two 
Japanese driftnet vessels and sinks sixty 
miles of  mono�lament driftnet, costing 
the �shermen in excess of  two million 
dollars. Despite Sea Shepherd video 
documentation of  the action shown 
worldwide, the o�cial Japanese response  
is that “nothing happened.”

DRIFTNET

The crew retrieving illegal 

driftnet in the North Paci�c.

The Sea Shepherd II ramming  

a Japanese driftnet vessel 

north of Hawaii.

A sea lion caught in a driftnet.

The Sea Shepherd II at dry 

dock.

SEA SHEPHERD II DRY DOCK
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TRINIDAD OPERATION
While patrolling for driftnetters o�  
the coast of  Trinidad, Sea Shepherd II is 
rammed by a Taiwanese driftnet boat, 
crushing the starboard gunwale of  
the ship. Captain Watson retaliates by 
ramming the Taiwanese vessel hard on her 
midship section. In Trinidad, Sea Shepherd 

II is given a reception and made an o�cial 
auxiliary to the Trinidad & Tobago Coast 
Guard. After assisting in investigating 
and exposing the bribery of  Trinidadian 
government o�cials by the Taiwanese 
�shing industry, the politicians taking the 
bribes are arrested. 

The Sea Shepherd II rams a 

Taiwanese driftnet vessel in 

retaliation for being rammed.

Sea Shepherd purchases a 

former US Coast Guard patrol 

vessel and names it the Edward 

Abbey in honor of the author, 

friend of Captain Watson, and 

Sea Shepherd Advisory Board 

member. 

Facing page

The Edward Abbey, formerly 

known as the Cape Knox.
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1992

COCOS ISLAND PROTECTION
The Sea Shepherd II, under the command 
of  Captain John Huntermer, and the 
Edward Abbey, under the command of  
Captain Watson, evict poachers in Cocos 
Island o�  the coast of  Costa Rica with 
water cannons, pie cannons, stink bombs, 
and paintball guns. Video of  the poachers 
is sent to the authorities in Costa Rica. 

Ramming a Japanese 

driftnetter in the Paci�c. 

Sea Shepherd II in the Paci�c 

Ocean.

PACIFIC DRIFTNET CAMPAIGN  
1990–1992
Sea Shepherd intervenes against tuna 
seiners killing dolphins in the Eastern 
Tropical Paci�c, and cut and con�scate 
the nets of  a Japanese driftnet �eet in the 
mid-Northern Paci�c Ocean, ramming 
one of  the vessels and chasing the others 
away from the area. When the Japanese 
government o�cially complains to the US 
State Department, Captain Watson gives 
the Coast Guard o�cers complete video 
documentation of  the action and Japan 
withdraws the o�cial complaint.

A crew member retrieves  

a driftnet.

The Sea Shepherd II 

approaches a Japanese driftnet 

vessel. 
Crew cutting animals out  

of the driftnet.
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NORWEGIAN WHALING CAMPAIGN SEA SHEPHERD II RETIRED 

The Sea Shepherd II is retired 

at Vancouver Island, Canada. 

After being ordered into port 

by the Canadian government, 

Captain Watson is presented 

with a large pillage fee before 

being allowed to leave. 

Wanting to retire the ship 

anyhow, he strips the ship, 

sells the vessel to some local 

guy in a bar for $5,000 and 

departs. The vessale becomes 

an ongoing problem for the 

Canadian government for the 

next decade.

After months of surveillance, 

Captain Watson leads a team 

to Norway to search for illegal 

Norwegian whaling vessels. 

Dwight Worker engineers the 

scuttling of the Norwegian 

whaler Nybraena at dockside 

in the Lofoten Islands on 

December 26. Sea Shepherd 

issues a press release 

describing the sinking as a 

“Christmas gift to the whales.”   

Facing page

After ten years of service, the 

Sea Shepherd II has become 

too costly to maintain and is 

retired on Vancouver Island. 

Sea Shepherd purchases a 

Japanese-built, Taiwanese-

registered driftnetter to be 

out�tted as a decoy to in�ltrate 

driftnetting �eets.
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1993
GRAND BANKS CAMPAIGN
Captain Watson purchases a retired 
Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker and 
renames it the Cleveland Amory. Its �rst 
and only campaign is in the Grand Banks 
o�  Newfoundland confronting illegal 
�shing by Spanish and Cuban trawlers 
such as the Rio Las Casas. Trawlers that 
ignore the order to leave the Banks are 
pelted with stink bombs and have their 
trawl nets cut. The political controversy 
results in ten Spanish and Cuban bottom 
trawlers departing the Banks with reported 
losses of  thirty-�ve million dollars. The 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police board the 
Cleveland Amory and arrest Captain Watson 
outside the two-hundred-mile limit, 
charging him with three counts of  criminal 
mischief, and impound the Cleveland Amory 
in St. John’s, Newfoundland. To avoid 
the bureaucratic obstacles and $30k �ne 
involved in getting the Cleveland Amory 
released, Sea Shepherd sells the ship to a 
private buyer at a pro�t. All felony charges 
against Captain Watson are dropped in 
the 1995 Newfoundland Supreme Court 
trial, when a jury accepts the argument 
that the World Charter for Nature granted 
him authority to intervene. Captain 
Watson is convicted of  the minor charge 
of  aiding and abetting an act of  mischief  
by crewmember Brad Ryan for throwing 
stink bombs, who had not been identi�ed 
or charged. He is sentenced to thirty days, 
and is released after one week pending 
appeal.

GRAND BANKS CAMPAIGN

The Cleveland Amory pursues 

the trawler, the Rio Las Casas.

Facing page 

The Cleveland Amory in 

Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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Captain Watson at the helm of 

the Cleveland Amory.

Paul Watson interviewed by the 

Canadian press in St. Johns, 

Newfoundland.

The Edward Abbey, in Marina 

del Rey after returning from a 

campaign against clear cutting 

in the Clayoquot Valley of 

Vancouver Island, renamed 

the Sirenian in preparation 

for a mission to patrol the 

Galapagos Marine Reserve.

A Canadian Coastguard 

vessel monitors confrontation 

between the Cleveland Amory 

and the Spanish trawler.

The Cleveland Amory  

cuts across the trawl of the  

Rio de las Casas. 
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1994

NORWEGIAN WHALING CAMPAIGN
Sea Shepherd purchases a British ship and 
renames it Whales Forever, which confronts 
illegal whaling operations o� the northern 
coast of  Norway, provoking extensive 
media coverage in Europe. The Norwegian 
Naval vessel Andenes intercepts the Whales 
Forever and attempts repeatedly to foul the 
propellers, but ends up causing a collision 
that shatters the bow of  the Whales Forever 
and rips open the gasoline holding tank, 
spilling a hundred gallons of  gasoline onto 
the deck and soaking three of  the crew. The 
Sea Shepherd crew acts fast to remove the 
gasoline and the threat of  explosion, while 
divers go over the side to cut the line from 
the propeller. Despite the Andenes �ring twice 
at the Whales Forever with her deck-gun and 
detonating four depth charges beneath her 
hull, the Whales Forever successfully prevents 
boarding by the Norwegian Navy. Whales 
Forever is sold in Florida, with funds set aside 
for the purchase of  a new ship.

The damaged Whales Forever 

with its shattered bow.

The Norwegian Andenes 

ramming the Whales Forever.

The Whales Forever in drydock 

prior to the campaign. It was 

sabotaged by two arson 

attacks, the second which 

caused an explosion and �re 

in the ship’s engine room that 

took over a month to repair 

(middle left).

Paul Watson sits on the 

damaged bow of the Whales 

Forever (top right).

A submarine, the Mirage, 

purchased for the Norwegian 

campaign (bottom left).
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The Norwegian navy attacks 

the Whales Forever.
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-----------------

C R E W  L I F E

-----------------

Thousands of volunteers from all over the world have served on Sea Shepherd 

ships over the past forty years. They’ve come from many countries and various 

backgrounds, from school teachers, students, and trauma surgeons, to 

electricians, captains and marine engineers. Their ages range from eighteen 

(the minimal age in which you can crew on a Sea Shepherd ship) to eighty-

three, and they’ve often had very little maritime experience. But they all 

share a passion for marine wildlife. 

Being a Sea Shepherd crew member is a dream come true for many. There is 

nothing more rewarding than being on the frontline of marine conservation, 

pulling in a longline or gill net and freeing turtles and sharks, knowing you 

are the only thing that stands in the way of their certain death. 

Life on board is fun and hard at the same time. Crew get the see the beauty 

of the oceans, unprecedented sunsets or starlit skies and amazing wildlife 

encounters. They also see the horrors that we humans are inflicting on the 

world’s eco-systems. Each animal that is saved and each eco-system that is 

protected is met with celebration, and each life that is lost is mourned.

There always is a feeling of pride in those who are fortunate enough to 

serve in Neptune’s Navy. No matter where our ships go, there is an absolute 

faith in the mission and the successful outcome of that mission. Sea Shepherd 

crew have beaten the odds on numerous occasions, taking on formidable 

adversaries, and most times coming out the winner.

Unexpected events lead to ever-changing strategies, so being a 

crewmember requires crew to be creative and versatile, but above all brave. 

Whether it’s storms, freezing cold conditions, or aggressive poachers, Sea 

Shepherd crew keep their calm and do their work under all circumstances.
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1995

CANADA SEAL DEFENSE 1995
For the fourth campaign to defend baby 
harp seals from Canadian sealers in 
Eastern Canada, actor/activist Martin 
Sheen agrees to support Sea Shepherd’s 
e�orts and accompanies Captain Watson 
and a crew to the Gulf  of  St. Lawrence. 
Before they could �y out to the seals 
on the ice �oes, a mob of  angry sealers 
invades their hotel on Magdalen Islands, 
breaks down the door to Captain Watson’s 
room, and beat him. The police intervene 
only to forcibly expel Captain Watson from 
the Magdalens. The campaign receives 
international media coverage.

A Canadian sealer threatening 

to kill Captain Watson if he 

doesn’t leave the islands.

Angry sealers invade Paul 

Watson’s room at the 

Magdalen Islands hotel and 

beat him.

Paul Watson and Martin Sheen 

discuss campaign tactics.
Sea Shephers volunteer  

Brian Calbert �ies a banner 

over Neah Bay in support  

of Sea Shepherd.

MAKAH WHALE HUNT CAMPAIGN 
1995–2000
Campaign to stop the Makah Indian tribe 
of  Neah Bay, Washington, from resuming 
a commercial whale hunt of  the California 
grey whales under an 1855 treaty with 
the US. Over a dozen British Columbia 
tribes assert that they would press for an 
extension of  their �shing rights to include 
whales should the Makah’s petition be 
approved. Sea Shepherd committed itself  
to ongoing presence, media campaigns, 
and work with US Congressman 
Jack Metcalf  (R-WA) so that the US 
Administration would withdraw support 
of  the Makah’s formal petition.

The Sirenian in Neah Bay, 

Washington.
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The Sirenian sails to British 

Columbia to monitor and 

document the controversial 

salmon �shing industry.

SALMON CAMPAIGN
The Sea Shepherd vessel Sirenian goes 
to British Columbia to document the 
opening of  the salmon �shing season, the 
lack of  �sh, and ongoing dispute between 
commercial, sport, and native �shing 
interests over who was at fault. Captain 
Watson warns that the Coho salmon are 
in imminent danger of  extinction and 
calls for an immediate shutdown of  the 
�shery. The Canadian government declares 
a salmon �shing moratorium in BC but 
reverses the moratorium after receiving 
pressure from the �shing industry.
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1996
CANADA SEAL DEFENSE 1996
In the �fth campaign to defend baby harp 
seals from Canadian sealers in the Gulf  
of  St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada, Sea 
Shepherd demonstrates how baby harp seal 
hair can be gathered through a humane 
method of  brushing away molting hair, 
instead of  clubbing the seals for their fur.

Paul Watson with baby 

harp seals in the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. They successfully 

gather baby harp seal fur 

without incident, while Canada 

kills 250,000 seals.

Sea Shepherd purchases a 

British-registered, Norwegian-

built trawler, renaming it Sea 

Shepherd III, and repairs and 

re�t work begin in Edinburgh, 

Scotland. In December, the 

British Ministry of Fisheries 

hires Sea Shepherd crew to 

guard their patrol boats over 

the holidays.
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1997
SIBERIAN WHALING CAMPAIGN
Sea Shepherd Paci�c Northwest Director 
Michael Kundu covertly enters Siberia with 
a media crew to document the killing of  
whales by Siberian natives. The �lm crew 
presents evidence at the IWC meeting in 
Monaco of  the illegal commercial whale 
hunt, including footage of  butchered 
whales being processed into feed for fox 
fur farms. Russia continues to claim the 
slaughter as a “subsistence” hunt, exempt 
from the moratorium whaling.

In March 1997, Sea Shepherd III makes 
a sea trial to Bremerhaven, Germany, 
where Captain Watson is arrested on an 
Interpol Red Alert issued by Norway for a 
conviction in absentia for the 1992 sinking 
of  the outlaw whaler Nybraena. He is held 
for one day and released by the Bremen 
prosecutor who rules that the warrant 
contains contradictory information. 
Concerned that the Norwegian warrant 
would hinder his travel in Europe, Captain 
Watson turns himself  in for arrest in 

the Netherlands on April 2. Supporters 
protest at Norwegian and Dutch embassies 
worldwide. Following a hearing, Norway’s 
extradition request is denied, and Watson 
is freed after spending 90 days in jail.

Mick Jagger appears on  

a poster protesting the arrest  

of Paul Watson.

Sea Shepherd supporters 

call for the liberation of Paul 

Watson.

Paul Watson meets with 

Japanese IWC delegates at  

the IWC meeting in Monaco 

(top left and top right).

Sea Shepherd attends 

the International Whaling 

Commission in Monaco  

with US Congressman 

Jack Metcalf (R-WA) and a 

delegation of Makah tribal 

elders, to give voice to the 

strong opposition to the 

Makah’s request for permission 

to start hunting grey whales 

(bottom left and bottom right).
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CANADA SEAL DEFENSE 1998
With mortalities from the Canadian 
sealing industry reaching 500,000, the Sea 
Shepherd III makes the voyage to the Gulf  
of  St. Lawrence for the sixth seal defense 
campaign. It’s the �rst documentation of  
the baby harp seal hunt in Eastern Canada 
since 1983. The presence of  celebrities and 
journalists wards o�  sealers from the main 
seal nursery.

MAKAH WHALE HUNT 1998
At the urging of  the commercial whaling 
industries of  Norway and Japan, the 
Makah Indian tribe claims a right to 
resume whale hunting guaranteed in 
their 1855 treaty with the US, which is 
granted an exception to the worldwide 
moratorium on whaling for purely 
“cultural” purposes. Because this would 
give every nation on earth a new category 
for whaling, Sea Shepherd sends two ships 
to Neah Bay, Washington, where they are 
joined on the water by local citizens and 
other anti-whaling activists. 

Baby harp seals on the ice of 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

Farley Mowat on board the 

Sea Shepherd III—the ship 

that would later be named in 

his honor.

MAKAH CAMPAIGN

The Sirenian returns to Neah 

Bay to oppose the Makah 

whale hunt.

Despite mob violence, 

arrests, and harassment, the 

coalition of activists shields 

the local whales and succeeds 

in focusing enough media 

attention to the hunt to make 

the Makah stand down without 

taking a single whale. 
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MAKAH WHALE HUNT 1999
Sea Shepherd returns to Neah Bay, 
Washington, in an unsuccessful attempt to 
stop the Makah from killing grey whales. 
Numerous activists are arrested and the 
Sirenian is seized by the US Coast Guard.

1999

Paul Watson alongside Makah 

tribe elders, including Alberta 

Thompson (center) opposed to 

the grey whale hunt.

Sea Shepherd crew monitors 

and documents the kill vessel. 

“They have killed an intelligent, 
beautiful animal—just blown it away 
with an antitank gun,” he said to 
a New York Times journalist. 
“There’s nothing honorable about it.”
– Captain Paul Watson
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2000

GALAPAGOS CAMPAIGN 2000
Sea Shepherd signs a �ve-year agreement 
with the Galapagos National Park Service 
and the Ecuadorian Navy to provide the 
Sirenian and its crew for joint conservation 
patrols. In cooperation with the Darwin 
Research Center, the agreement aims to 
clamp down on illegal �shing and shark 
�nning within the 50,000-acre Galapagos 
National Park marine reserve. 

FAROE ISLANDS CAMPAIGN 2000 
The Ocean Warrior sails to the Danish 
Faroe Islands to intervene against the 
annual slaughter of  pilot whales and is 
boarded by police. International media 
attention and economic pressure results 
in over 20,000 European retail outlets 
terminating their Faroese �sh contracts at 
Sea Shepherd’s request.

Sea Shepherd III is struck 

from the Belize registry after 

Captain Watson refuses to pay 

a bribe to Belize of�cials. The 

ship is re-registered under the 

Cayman Islands and renamed 

the Ocean Warrior. 

The Ocean Warrior (previously 

the Sea Shepherd III). 

Galapagos National Marine 

Reserve. 

(l) Ocean Warrior and 

crew arrive in the Danish 

Faroe Islands to stop the 

“grindadrap” hunt.

(r) The Faroe Islands police 

board the Ocean Warrior.
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2001

ST. LUCIA WHALING
During the annual meeting of  the 
International Whaling Commission 
(IWC), the Ocean Warrior sails to St. Lucia 
in the West Indies and �lms a �sherman 
bringing in a slain pilot whale on the same 
day the government denies that St. Lucia 
hunts whales. Sea Shepherd coordinates a 
campaign against the Caribbean nations 
which vote with Japan at the IWC in 
exchange for “�sheries aid.” St. Lucia 
receives more than 400 cancellations of  
resort bookings as a result. 

GALAPAGOS CAMPAIGN 2001
The Sea Shepherd patrol vessel Sirenian 
seizes four longliners and two commercial 
shark-�nning boats caught inside the 
Galapagos Marine Reserve and closes 
down a sea cucumber poaching camp. 
Incidents of  poaching in the area begin 
to decline. Sea Shepherd posts a reward 
for the arrest of  those responsible for the 
mutilation and slaying of  �fteen Galapagos 
sea lions. The �shermen are identi�ed but 
�ee to the mainland. 

COCOS ISLAND PROTECTION
With Cocos National Park rangers on 
board, Ocean Warrior apprehends the large 
Ecuadorian longliner San Jose, caught 
poaching o�  Cocos Island, Costa Rica, 

and con�scates 30 miles of  longline and 
their illegal catch of  sharks, turtles, sail�sh, 
and dolphins. Found guilty, the San Jose is 
ordered con�scated by the courts. 

The Sea Shepherd patrol vessel 

Sirenian seizes four longliners 

and two commercial shark-

�nning boats caught inside the 

Galapagos Marine Reserve.

Sea Shepherd crew 

con�scating longlines.

Paul Watson and Sea 

Shepherd’s Galapagos Director 

Sean O’Hearn (far right) with 

the Galapagos National Park 

Rangers.

Facing page

Ocean Warrior in Castries,  

St. Lucia.

Ocean Warrior crew uses the 

RIB to search for evidence of 

whaling in St. Lucia. 

Sea Shepherd documents the 

killing of a whale in St. Lucia.

Illegal shark catch found 

onboard a poaching longliner 

off Cocos Island, Costa Rica.
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COSTA RICA
The Ocean Warrior catches the Costa Rican 
longliner Varadero I poaching o�  the coast 
of  Guatemala. Guatemalan authorities 
give Captain Watson permission to escort 
the poacher into San Jose, Guatemala. 
When the Varadero I attempts to �ee, 
the Ocean Warrior uses �re hoses and the 
Varadero I accidentally strikes the hull of  
the Ocean Warrior. In Costa Rica, Captain 
Watson is charged with attempted murder 
and destruction of  property based on 
accusations from the crew of  the Varadero 
I. Captain Watson presents video evidence 
disputing the claims. The charges are 
dropped. Ten days later another prosecutor 
and another judge pressed new charges, 
this time for assault. Once again based 
on the presented evidence, the charges 
were dropped. Captain Watson was given 
clearance to depart Costa Rican waters.

Varadero I in Punta Arenas, 

Costa Rica.

Sea Shepherd changed the 

name of the Ocean Warrior 

to Farley Mowat in honor 

of the Canadian writer and 

Sea Shepherd international 

chairman, and re-registers the 

ship to Canada.

The Farley Mowat in the 

Southern Ocean Whale 

Sanctuary on Sea Shepherd’s 

�rst Antarctic Whale Defense 

campaign. 

The illegal longliner, the 

Varadero I, �ees from the 

Ocean Warrior. 

Sea Shepherd crew retrieves 

illegal longline.
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FIRST ANTARCTICA CAMPAIGN In December, the Farley Mowat travels  
to Antarctica in an unsuccessful attempt 
to locate the Japanese whaling �eet on Sea 
Shepherd’s �rst Southern Ocean Whale 
Defense Campaign.
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C A P T A I N S

----------------

Of course, there is only one Captain Paul Watson, who is an inspiration to 

us all, but Sea Shepherd has had many captains in the past forty years. Most 

of these however, served only in the last ten years. Up until 2006, Captain 

Watson was at the helm of our ships on almost every campaign. It wasn’t until 

Sea Shepherd started expanding its fleet that the need arose for others to sail 

side by side with Captain Watson. With a current fleet of twelve ships, the 

number of captains has grown substantially. 

Over the years many have climbed the ranks in Sea Shepherd, starting as 

a deckhand and working their way up to officer and captain. The transfer of 

knowledge is of the utmost importance, as a veteran captain always trains the 

next new captain.

Being a Sea Shepherd captain is both an honor and a great responsibility. 

As captain, you are responsible for the ship, its crew, and the success of the 

campaign. Our captains are required to make decisions in the field, they need 

to be creative and have tactical skills. They also need to be an inspiration 

to our crew of mostly volunteers and lead them on what are often difficult and 

dangerous campaigns to protect our oceans and marine wildlife.

Paul Watson, Sea Shepherd 

Founder, and Alex Cornelissen, 

Sea Shepherd Global CEO,  

in 2006.

Facing page

Paul Watson aboard the Sea 

Shepherd II in 1981.

Pages 142–144 

Paul Watson and Robert 

Hunter, 1979.

A young Paul Watson, 1976.
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CANADA SEAL DEFENSE 2003
For the seventh campaign to defend 
baby harp seals, Captain Watson leads a 
helicopter investigation of  the escalated 
seal hunt on the east coast of  Canada 

DOLPHIN DEFENSE CAMPAIGN 2003–2004
Sea Shepherd crew documents illegal 
capture and slaughter of  dolphins in 
the Solomon Islands and Taiji, Japan, 
bringing international media attention 
to the slaughter. Allison Lance and Alex 
Cornelissen are arrested after diving into 
the bay at Taiji to cut the nets to release 
�fteen dolphins awaiting slaughter. Both 
spend three weeks in jail before being 
released. 

Undercover photos taken 

by Sea Shepherd volunteer 

Brooke McDonald showing the 

dolphin slaughter.

Facing page

Paul Watson and crew in 

Eastern Canada for the seal 

defense campaign.

Volunteers form a circle in 

The Cove, Taiji, to mourn the 

dolphins that have been lost 

due to the slaughter. 
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GALAPAGOS CAMPAIGN
The Sirenian patrol ship completes the 
fourth year of  service in partnership with 
the Galapagos National Park, and with 
the Farley Mowat intercepts and assists in 
the arrest of  a Costa Rican longliner, an 
Ecuadorian gillnetter, and an Ecuadorian- 
and American-owned tuna seiner.

Baby and giant tortoises in the 

Galapagos.

The Sirenian and the Farley 

Mowat stop an illegal longline 

�shing vessel.

Farley Mowat crew with stacks 

of con�scated longline.

Captain Watson and the crew 

of the Farley Mowat patrol the 

Galapagos National Marine 

Reserve.
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2005
OPERATION MINKE 2005–2006
The Farley Mowat sails to the Southern 
Ocean for Sea Shepherd’s second Antarctic 
Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 
illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the 
Southern Ocean, preventing the �eet from 
killing their quota.

CANADA SEAL DEFENSE 2005
For Sea Shepherd’s eighth campaign to 
defend baby harp seals from Canadian 
sealers, the Farley Mowat enters the Gulf   
of  St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada.
Eleven Sea Shepherd crewmembers are 
arrested and charged with documenting 
the killing of  seals by the Canadian Coast 
Guard. The police refuse to lay charges 
against the sealers for assault.

On December 25 the Farley 

Mowat intercepts and chases 

the Japanese factory ship 

Nisshin Maru for 3,000 miles 

along the Antarctic coast. The 

Nisshin Maru stops whaling 

activities and �ees.

The Farley Mowat intercepts 

and rams the whaling �eet 

supply vessel Oriental Bluebird.

The Farley Mowat crew with 

one of the sixteen net rippers 

built and dropped into the 

Tail of the Grand Banks in 

Newfoundland to deter drag 

trawl operations. 

Sea Shepherd crew stands at 

the bow to deter the Canadian 

Coast Guard ice-breaker the 

Amundsen from ramming the 

Farley Mowat.

Sea Shepherd crew members 

are punched and hit with 

clubs and hakapik by sealers 

from the sealing vessel Brady 

Mariner (bottom left).

Facing page

Farley Mowat crew documents the killing by the 

sealing vessel Newfoundland Leader (top left).

The Farey Mowat, painted with a marine wildlife 

mural by Sea Shepherd Artistic Director Geert 

Vons, on the 2005 Seal Defense Campaign in 

Eastern Canada (middle left).
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OPERATION LEVIATHAN 2006–2007
Sea Shepherd purchases Westra, a Scottish 
Fisheries Patrol vessel and renames 
it Robert Hunter in honor of  the man 
who was a journalist, co-founder of  
Greenpeace, friend of  Captain Watson, 
and Sea Shepherd Advisory Board 
member. The Robert Hunter joins the 
Farley Mowat in the Ross Sea for the third 
Whale Defense Campaign, locating the 
Japanese whaling �eet in February. Sea 
Shepherd chases and disrupts the activities 
of  the Nisshin Maru shutting down their 
operations and saving hundreds of  whales.

Sea Shepherd purchases the 

Westra and renames it the 

Robert Hunter for Operation 

Leviathan.

Facing page

Sea Shepherd finds the 

Japanese vessel Kaiko Maru 

chasing whales and intervenes. 

The whales escape, but the 

Kaiko Maru rams the Robert 

Hunter twice, causing damage 

to the hull.
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2007

OPERATION MIGALOO 2007–2008
Sea Shepherd’s fourth Antarctic Whale 
Defense Campaign to stop the illegal 
Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 
Ocean, saving over 500 whales.

Facing page

The Japanese Coast Guard 

throwing concussion grenades 

at the Sea Shepherd crew from 

the Nisshin Maru. 

The Robert Hunter is renamed 

the Steve Irwin for Sea 

Shepherd’s Southern Ocean 

campaign, Operation Migaloo.

Sea Shepherd crew members 

Ben Potts and Giles Lane 

aboard the Yushin Maru II.

The crew of the Steve Irwin 

throws “stink bombs” at the 

Nisshin Maru.
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OPERATION MUSHASHI 2008–2009
Captain Paul Watson and the Steve Irwin 
crew sail to the Southern Ocean for the 
�fth Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign 
to stop the illegal Japanese whaling �eet. 
They save the lives of  over 300 whales.

The Steve Irwin takes on the 

Southern Ocean swell and the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet 

in the Sountern Ocean Whale 

Sanctuary, Antarctica.

Captain Paul Watson and the 

crew of the Steve Irwin.

Australian Customs vessel 

documents the slaughtered 

minke whale and her calf being 

pulled onto the Japanese 

factory ship Nisshin Maru.

(Photo courtesy Australian 

Customs and Border Protection 

Service)

ANTARCTICA
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CANADA SEAL DEFENSE 2008

The Farley Mowat departs for the ninth campaign 

to defend baby harp seals from Canadian sealers 

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada. 

Although the ship never enters Canadian territorial 

waters, a SWAT team boards and seizes the 

ship, con�scating all video and photos taken of 

the seal slaughter. Captain Alex Cornelissen and 

First Of�cer Peter Hammarstedt are arrested 

and charged with approaching too close to a 

seal hunt. They are released on $10,000 bail that 

Captain Watson pays in Canadian $2 coins, but 

the ship is held until the trial, scheduled for April 

2009. The voyage focuses international attention 

on the Canadian seal slaughter and contributes to 

the European Parliament’s adoption of a proposal 

to ban all seal products.

Angry sealers use an axe to cut 

the Farley Mowat’s lines while 

in port, causing the gangplank 

to collapse as the ship drifts 

dangerously before engines can 

be powered up.

Farley Mowat posts $10,000  

bail for Captain Cornelissen 

and First Of�cer Hammarstedt. 

Captain Watson delivers it in 

�ve thousand Canadian two 

dollar coins, which he calls a 

bag of double loons because 

the $1 coin is called a loon.

The Farley Mowat is rammed 

by the Canadian Coast Guard 

and boarded by the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police.

Sea Shepherd documents the 

slaughter of seals on the ice 

and the skinning on the deck of 

the sealing vessel.
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OPERATION WALTZING MATILDA 
2009–2010
For Sea Shepherd’s sixth Antarctic Whale 
Defense Campaign to stop the illegal 
Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 
Ocean, the Steve Irwin is joined by the Ady 
Gil, a trimaran that holds the world record 

for global circumnavigation, and the newly 
acquired Bob Barker, which secretly departs 
from Mauritius to locate and surprise the 
whaling �eet. Although the Shonan Maru 
No. 2 deliberately rams and sinks the Ady 
Gil, the operation still succeeds in saving 
the lives of  528 whales.

Bob Barker crew on the bow of 

his ship, preparing to engage 

the Japanese whalers.

The paint-splattered hull of the 

Nisshin Maru.

The crew of the Steve Irwin 

�ring the water cannon at the 

Nisshin Maru.
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The Bob Barker on the tail  

of the Nisshin Maru on 

Operation Waltzing Matilda.

GALAPAGOS CAMPAIGN

As part of Sea Shepherd’s ongoing 

campaign to protect the Galapagos 

Marine Reserve, the �nal phase of the 

K-9 project is completed with support 

on all three islands and a dog kennel on 

Isabela Island.

Sea Shepherd Galapagos Director 

Alex Cornelissen signing the 

delivery of 110 radios and repeaters 

to the Ecuadorian National Police.

The K-9 project provides 

additional screening for illegal 

wildlife traf�cking on all three 

islands.
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OPERATION NO COMPROMISE 2010–2011
On Sea Shepherd’s seventh Antarctic 
Whale Defense Campaign, the Steve Irwin, 
Bob Barker, and newly acquired trimaran, 
Gojira, intercept the illegal Japanese 
whaling �eet. After being tailed by the 
Bob Barker for nine days, the �eet �ees the 
Southern Ocean, saving 863 whales.

The Bob Barker con�scates 

illegal poaching gear from 

the Southern Ocean waters, 

including hundreds of meters 

of long lines.

The Sea Shepherd �eet chases 

down the illegal Japanese 

whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean Whale Sanctuary, 

Antarctica. 

The Gojira, Sea Shepherd’s fast 

interceptor vessel, joins the 

�eet in Hobart, Australia, for 

Operation No Compromise.

Paul Watson and Green Party 

leader, Senator Bob Brown, 

speaking to the press prior to 

departure. Hobart, Australia.
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OPERATION 
BLUE RAGE 2010

Sea Shepherd’s �rst campaign 

to defend endangered blue�n 

tuna takes place in the 

Mediterranean. 

The Steve Irwin rams  

an illegally set blue�n tuna 

holding pen. 

Sea Shepherd crew cuts 

the net of the holding pen, 

releasing hundreds of blue�n 

tuna.

OPERATION INFINITE PATIENCE
Sea Shepherd crew arrives in Taiji, Japan, 
to stand as the �rst Cove Guardians to 
document the slaughter and captivity of  
dolphins in Taiji. The Cove, a documentary 
highlighting the dolphin massacre in Taiji 
and featuring Sea Shepherd, wins the 2010 
Academy Award for Best Documentary.
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OPERATION DESERT SEAL
Sea Shepherd’s campaign to document and 
expose the illegal slaughter of  baby Cape 
Fur seals in the Cape Cross Seal Reserve, 
Namibia, Africa. Crewmembers are 
robbed, harassed, and chased.

The protected Cape Fur 

seal colony in Cape Cross, 

Namibia.

OPERATION DIVINE WIND
2011–2012

Sea Shepherd’s eighth Antarctic Whale 

Defense Campaign to stop the illegal 

Japanese whaling �eet saves 768 whales. 

The Brigitte Bardot is damaged by a rogue 

wave in the Southern Ocean and must be 

escorted back to Australia for repairs.

Operation Divine Wind saw  

a record number of small  

boat actions against the 

whaling �eet. 

The Nisshin Maru covered  

in red marks from a paint- 

ball gun.
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The Steve Irwin and the Brigitte 

Bardot in the Faroe Islands. 

The crew assisted in preventing 

several Grindadraps, as 

well discovering a “dolphin 

graveyard” of skeletons 

underwater.

OPERATION BLUE RAGE 2011

The Steve Irwin and the Brigitte Bardot return to 

the Mediterranean Sea in 2011 to shut down the 

illegal �shing of blue�n tuna. They are met with 

aggression from poachers.

During Operation Blue Rage, 

Captain Watson met the world 

record free diver Enzo Maiorca 

in Siracusa, Sicily. A member 

of Sea Shepherd’s International 

Advisory Board, Enzo 

participated in many of Sea 

Shepherd’s campaigns 

in the Mediterranean Sea 

until his death in 2016. 

OPERATION FEROCIOUS ISLANDS

For this campaign in partnership with the Brigitte 

Bardot Foundation to defend pilot whales and 

other dolphins in the Danish Faroe Islands, the 

Gojira is rechristened Brigitte Bardot. No pilot 

whales were slaughtered in the Faroe Islands 

while Sea Shepherd was present.
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OPERATION ZERO TOLERANCE 2012–2013
Sea Shepherd commences the ninth 
Southern Ocean Whale Defense 
Campaign with its biggest �eet yet: four 
ships, a helicopter, eight small RHIBs, 
three drones, and more than one hundred 
international volunteers. Although the 

Bob Barker sustained damage after being 
crushed between the 8,000-ton Nisshin 
Maru and the refuelling tanker Sun Laurel, 
at the end of  the campaign Sea Shepherd 
saved a record 932 whales, sending the 
Japanese whalers home with the lowest kill 
ever.

A dead minke whale on the 

Yushin Maru No. 2. 

The Bob Barker moves 

between the Nisshin Maru and 

the Sun Laurel. 

A Sea Shepherd small boat 

passes next to the Yushin Maru 

harpoon vessel. 

Sea Shepherd’s newest vessel 

Sam Simon, a former Japanese 

research vessel, blocks the 

Nisshin Maru.

The largest �eet ever used in 

a Sea Shepherd campaign 

included the Bob Barker, the 

Steve Irwin, the Brigitte Bardot, 

and the Sam Simon.

The Steve Irwin is rammed 

by the Nisshin Maru. The 

campaign resulted in an all 

time low-kill for the whalers, 

as Sea Shepherd saved 932 

whales from their harpoons.

The Simpsons co-founder Sam Simon 
funds the purchase of  the Seifu Maru, a 
former vessel of  the Japanese government 
used to collect data for Japan’s North 
Paci�c whaling �eet. Sea Shepherd 
renames the ship Sam Simon in his honor.
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While trying to block the 

Japanese factory vessel 

Nisshin Maru from refueling, the 

Bob Barker is crushed between 

the 8,000-ton factory ship and 

the Sun Laurel fuel tanker, 

resulting in a complete loss of 

power and mayday call from 

Bob Barker’s Captain Peter 

Hammarstedt.

OPERATION REQUIEM

A campaign to protect sharks through education, 

collaborative relationships with governments, and 

patrols in the waters of one of the South Paci�c’s 

largest marine reserves with the M/Y Brigitte 

Bardot.

As part of Operation Requiem, 

the Brigitte Bardot patrolled the 

Phoenix Islands in the South 

Paci�c, working with the local 

Kiribati nation to protect sharks 

from illegal �shing. 
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OPERATION RELENTLESS 2013–2014
The Steve Irwin, Sam Simon, and Bob Barker 
depart Australia for Sea Shepherd’s tenth 
Antarctic Defense Campaign to stop 
the illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the 
Southern Ocean. Sea Shepherd located 
the �eet on four separate occasions, 
twice exposing the whalers in the process 
of  butchering protected minke whales. 
The actions hamper the Japanese �eet’s 
operations, saving 784 whales.

Facing page

The Yushin Maru No. 3 passes 

dangerously in front of the bow 

of the Steve Irwin.

The crew of the Bob Barker 

watches as the Yushin Maru 

cuts in front of their bow while 

trailing a steel cable from  

its stern.
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Three dead protected minke 

whales lie on the deck of the 

Nisshin Maru while another 

whale is butchered. 

A small boat from the Bob 

Barker confronts the Yushin 

Maru at night as it attempts to 

interfere with Sea Shepherd’s 

pursuit of the Nisshin Maru.

FAROE ISLANDS

In response to the slaughter of over 1,600 pilot 

whales in just sixty-three days in the Danish Faroe 

Islands, Sea Shepherd announces Operation 

Grindstop 2014.
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OPERATION ICEFISH 2014–2016
The Sam Simon under the command 
of  Captain Shakravarty and the Bob 
Barker under the command of  Captain 
Hammarstedt head back to the Southern 
Ocean on a campaign to shut down 
the notorious “Bandit 6” �eet of  
tooth�sh poachers who operate in the 
“shadowlands” where monitoring and 
surveillance are di©cult. It became the 
longest chase in maritime history until the 
scuttling of  the Thunder by its own captain, 
who was eventually convicted, �ned, and 
imprisoned along with two crewmembers.

The Thunder is pursued by the 

Bob Barker, the Sam Simon, 

and the Atlas Cove—a legal 

tooth�sh �shing vessel. 

The Thunder sinks as the  

Sam Simon takes the crew of 

the vessel on board.

A crewmember of the Thunder 

throws steel chain at the small 

boat crew of the Sam Simon.
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For 110 days the Bob Barker 

pursued the Thunder, as 

the Sam Simon retrieved 72 

kilometers of abandoned illegal 

gillnet weighed down with dead 

and dying marine wildlife.

OPERATION APEX HARMONY 2014–2017
Sea Shepherd Australia launches the Apex 
Harmony Shark Defense Campaign to �nd 
safe alternatives to shark culls, ine�ective 
shark nets, and deadly drum-lines that 
kill other species such as turtles, rays, 
dolphins, and whales.

OPERATION GRINDSTOP
The Brigitte Bardot and over 500 volunteers 
and supporters—including with Pamela 
Anderson and Ross McCall—meet in the 
Faroe Islands to stop the slaughter of  pilot 
whales and other dolphins. Several are 
arrested when attempting to interfere with 
the Grind, and several small boats are seized. 

OPERATION PACUARE
Sea Shepherd Costa Rica and Latin 
American Sea Turtles (LAST) Association 
launch an anti-poaching campaign to 
protect sea turtles on Pacuare Beach in 
Costa Rica’s Limón province. 

Sea Shepherd’s small boat 

“Bruce” is part of the �eet 

of observers monitoring the 

Australian government’s shark 

bait and kill program.

An undersized tiger shark left 

for dead after being caught 

in a drum line and carelessly 

released. 

Volunteer crew on the small 

boat “Thor” watch a pod of 

pilot whales pass close to the 

shore off Haraldssund, Faroe 

Island. 

Students and Sea Shepherd 

volunteers witness newborn 

turtles making their way to the 

water.

Sea Shepherd volunteers were 

arrested by Danish police and 

loaded into a helicopter.
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OPERATION SLEPPID GRINDINI
The Brigitte Bardot, Sam Simon, and Bob 
Barker join Sea Shepherd land crew in the 
Danish Faroe Islands to successfully escort 
hundreds of  dolphins, including pilot 
whales, away from the killing beaches. 

Martin Sheen, Ross McCall, Pamela 
Anderson, and German actress Anne 
Menden call on the Faroe Islands to end 
the slaughter (facing page). 

The Steve Irwin and Captain 

Siddharth Chakravarty return 

to hunt down the Viking, which 

was arrested and destroyed by 

the Indonesian government.

OPERATION MILAGRO
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (US) 
sends the Martin Sheen and crew to the Sea 
of  Cortez, Mexico, on a campaign to save 
the critically endangered vaquita, the world’s 
smallest and rarest cetacean (right).

OPERATION MARE NOSTRUM
Sea Shepherd France launches a 
campaign to clean up ocean plastics and 
remove dangerous ghost nets from the 
Mediterranean Sea o�  the coast of  France, 
Italy, and Spain, with the Brigitte Bardot  
and Sea Shepherd Dive team (below).

The last of the “Bandit 6” 

vessels, the Viking is escorted 

by the Indonesian Navy to the 

harbor in Pangandaran, West 

Java, where it’s scuttled by 

Indonesian authorities. 

The Steve Irwin’s Captain 

Siddharth Chakravarty showing 

the INTERPOL purple notice 

in front of the Viking poaching 

vessel, detained by Indonesian 

authorities.

OPERATION SAIMAA SEAL
A campaign to protect the world’s most 
endangered seal and one of  the most 
endangered mammals in the world, 
the Saimaa ringed seal of  Lake Saimaa, 
Finland. Sea Shepherd volunteers 
succeeded in removing ten illegal nets and 
almost two hundred illegal �shing traps. 
No seals were killed during the six-month 
campaign (right). 

OPERATION ICEFISH 2015–2016
The Steve Irwin continues the campaign to 
shut down the remainder of  the “Bandit 
6” poaching �eet. It ends successfully, 
culminating with the Indonesian 
government scuttling of  the Viking. 
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OPERATION DRIFTNET
A campaign to locate the Fu Yuan Yu �shing 
�eet in the Indian Ocean. By gathering 
evidence and con�scating their illegal 
driftnets, Sea Shepherd was able to shut 
down their operations and draw attention 
to the resurgence of  large-scale industrial 
drift netting vessels on the high seas.

For Operation Driftnet, the 

Steve Irwin crew retrieves the 

illegal driftnets of the Fu Yuan 

Yu �eet, pulling aboard 321 

different animals. The �eet is 

later arrested and �ned.

Sea Shepherd assists 

Gabonese law enforcement 

agents in the arrest of a vessel 

illegally targeting sharks. 

Sharks are also often caught 

unintentionally in purse-seine 

nets as by-catch and discarded 

dead overboard. 

OPERATION ALBACORE 2016–2017
In 2016, Sea Shepherd started a new 
campaign in partnership with the 
governments of  Gabon and São Tomé 
and Principe to stop illegal, unreported, 
and unregulated (IUU) �shing in the Gulf  
of  Guinea, West Africa. In 2017, Gabon’s 
newly designated national marine parks 
and aquatic reserves became Africa’s 
largest network of  marine protected areas.
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OPERATION NEMESIS 2016–2017
For the eleventh Antarctic Whale Defense 
Campaign, the Steve Irwin is joined in the 
Southern Ocean by the Ocean Warrior, Sea 
Shepherd’s �rst custom-built high-speed 
patrol vessel, made possible by the Dutch 
Postcode Lottery’s Dreamfunds Project. 

Ocean Warrior and the Steve 

Irwin in the Southern Ocean.

Small fast boats are used by 

the Bob Barker crew and Coast 

Guard sailors for boarding 

inspections of fishing vessels 

on IUU �shing campaigns.

Sea Shepherd’s helicopter crew 

document a dead minke whale 

on the deck of the Japanese 

factory vessel, Nisshin Maru.

São Tomé and Principe Coast 

Guard sailor with illegal shark 

catch on a vessel inspected 

during Operation Albacore.

OPERATION ALBACORE 

Sea Shepherd crew help release 

a Bryde’s whale trapped in  

a purse-seine net off the coast 

of Gabon.
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2017
Sea Shepherd celebrates its fortieth 
anniversary with events at locations 
around the world including Los Angeles, 
Sydney, London, Bordeaux, and Berlin. 
This year Sea Shepherd conducted twenty-
�ve campaigns worldwide.

OPERATION APEX HARMONY - TIMOR LESTE
After suspicious drone surveillance 
footage is recorded, the Ocean Warrior 
crew partners with East Timor National 
Police to stop and board a �eet of  �fteen 
industrial �shing ships suspected of  
illegally targeting sharks in East Timor 
and possibly the neighboring waters of  
Indonesia and Australia. The �eet was 
placed under arrest after inspections 
revealed holds full of  frozen sharks, 
including endangered species.  

OPERATION SOLA STELLA
In partnership with the Liberian Ministry 
of  National Defense to stop illegal, 
unreported, and unregulated (IUU) �shing, 
Sea Shepherd provides a civilian patrol 
vessel, experienced crew, and capacity-
building trainers, while Liberia provides 
armed Coast Guard sailors with the 
authority to board and inspect �shing 
vessels, making seven arrests in the �rst 
year. 

OPERATION NYAMBA
A campaign under the direction of  Sea 
Shepherd France to stop poachers from 
killing green sea turtles coming on shore 
to lay their eggs on the French island of  
Mayotte, in the Indian Ocean.

On Operation Nyamba, Sea 

Shepherd volunteers protect 

sea turtles coming on shore  

the beaches of Mayotte to lay 

their eggs.

Campaign leader Gary Stokes 

with the East Timor National 

Police in the hold of a �shing 

ship illegally targeting sharks.

Global Campaign Director 

Captain Peter Hammarstedt 

with the team of trainers and 

Liberian Coast Guard sailors on 

the Bob Barker and during the 

inspection of a �shing vessel’s 

cargo freezer for Operation 

Sola Stella.

The crew of the Ocean Warrior 

in East Timor with �ve of the 

�fteen-ship �eet of the Hong 

Long Fisheries/Pingtan Marine 

Enterprises �eet.  
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LIST OF SEA SHEPHERD ENTITIES IN THE WORLD

Sea Shepherd around The World

Global Headquarters

Sea Shepherd Global 

Alexander Boersstraat 52

1071 KZ Amsterdam

www.seashepherdglobal.org  

US Headquarters

Sea Shepherd Conservation Society 

Burbank, CA

Mailing address:

P.O. Box 8628

Alexandria, VA 22306

www.seashepherd.org

Australia

Sea Shepherd Australia

2 Ann Street, Williamstown, Victoria 3016

www.seashepherd.org.au 

Austria - Czech Republic - Slovakia

Sea Shepherd Österreich

Postfach 73, 1210 Wien

www.seashepherd.at 

Belgium

Sea Shepherd Belgium vzw

Postbus 65, 1840 Londerzeel

www.seashepherd.be    

Chile

Sea Shepherd Chile

http://humboldt.seashepherdchile.org 

 

France

Sea Shepherd France

22 rue Boulard, 75014 Paris

www.seashepherd.fr 

Galapagos

Sea Shepherd Conservation Society Galapagos

www.seashepherd.org/galapagos 

Germany

Sea Shepherd Deutschland e.V.

Reeder-Bischoff-Str. 18, 28757 Bremen

https://sea-shepherd.de 

Hungary

www.SeaShepherd.hu 

Italy

Sea Shepherd Italia Onlus

via Rosso di San Secondo 7, 20134 Milano

www.seashepherd.it

Luxembourg

Sea Shepherd Luxembourg

P.O. Box 95 / L4401 Belvaux / Luxembourg

www.facebook.com/SeaShepherdLuxembourg

Mexico

Sea Shepherd México

http://www.seashepherd.mx

Netherlands

Sea Shepherd Nederland & Sea Shepherd Store

Alexander Boersstraat 52, 1071 KZ Amsterdam

www.seashepherd.nl 

New Zealand

Sea Shepherd New Zealand

PO Box 90437, Victoria Street West,  

Auckland 1142

www.seashepherd.org.nz

Scandinavia

Sea Shepherd Scandinavia

Krokvägen 13, 660 60 Molkom

www.seashepherdscandinavia.org 

South Africa

Sea Shepherd South Africa

www.facebook.com/SeaShepherdSA 

Southeast Asia 

Sea Shepherd Hong Kong

www.facebook.com/SeaShepherdHK 

Spain

Sea Shepherd España

www.seashepherd.es 

Switzerland (FR)

Sea Shepherd Suisse (French)

Rue du Bassin 14, 2000 Neuchâtel

http://fr.seashepherd.ch/ 

Switzerland (IT/DE)

Sea Shepherd Switzerland (Italian/German)

Triemlistrasse 110, 8047 Zürich

http://de.seashepherd.ch/de 

United Kingdom

Sea Shepherd UK

27 Old Gloucester Street, London WC1N 3AX

www.seashepherd.org.uk
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2017 

Operation Sola Stella: Campaign in partnership 

with the Liberian Ministry of National Defense to 

stop illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) 

�shing in Liberia, West Africa. Sea Shepherd 

provides a civilian patrol vessel, experienced 

crew, and capacity-building trainers, while Liberia 

provides armed Coast Guard sailors with the 

authority to board and inspect �shing vessels. In its 

�rst year, seven illegal �shing vessels were arrested 

on Operation Sola Stella (M/Y Bob Barker, M/Y  

Sam Simon).

2017 

Operation Apex Harmony - Timor Leste: 

Campaign in partnership with East Timor National 

Police to stop a �eet of �fteen industrial �shing ships 

suspected of illegally targeting sharks in East Timor 

and possibly the neighboring waters of Indonesia 

and Australia. They con�rmed their holds were full 

of frozen sharks, including endangered species, 

resulting in the �eet’s arrest (M/Y Ocean Warrior).

2017 

Baltic Sea Campaign: Under the direction of  

Sea Shepherd Germany, a campaign to protect 

Harbor Porpoises in the Baltic Sea, Germany  

(M/Y Emanuel Bronner).

2017 

Operation Jairo Med: A land and sea campaign 

under the direction of Sea Shepherd Italy to protect 

endangered loggerhead sea turtles. Land volunteers 

patrolled beaches to protect hatchlings on the 

western beaches of Italy, and ship crew patrolled 

the Tyrrhenian Sea north of Sicily to remove illegal 

nets and other �shing gear posing a danger to the 

turtles (on-shore and M/Y Sam Simon).

2017 

Operation Nyamba: A campaign under the 

direction of Sea Shepherd France to stop poachers 

from killing green sea turtles coming on shore to lay 

their eggs on the French island of Mayotte, in the 

Indian Ocean (on-shore).

2017 

Operation Pahu: A campaign under the direction 

of Sea Shepherd New Zealand to protect the 

country’s endangered Hector’s Dolphin population 

from illegal driftnets and other �shing activities that 

pose a threat (on-shore and Loki).

2017 

Operation Ice Watch: A campaign by Sea 

Shepherd Conservation Society (US) to bring 

attention to the slaughter of baby seals for their  

fur and loss of habitat due to climate change,  

in Eastern Canada (on-shore).

2017 

Operation Good Pirates of the Caribbean: 

Hurricane relief operation in the Caribbean by Sea 

Shepherd Conservation Society (M/V John Paul 

DeJoria).

2017 

Operation Ghostnet: A campaign by Sea 

Shepherd Conservation Society (US) to retrieve 

illegal ghost nets in the Gulf of California, Mexico,  

to protect the threatened population of totoaba  

�sh and critically endangered vaquita porpoises 

(M/V Farley Mowat).

2017 

Cuvier’s Beaked Whales Research: Marine 

wildlife research campaign around Guadalupe 

Island, Mexico, to study local whale populations 

(R/V Martin Sheen).

2017 

Operation Treasured Islands: A campaign to 

protect sharks in the Eastern Tropical Paci�c Ocean 

by Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (M/V John 

Paul DeJoria).

2017 

Marcelino Campaign: A sea turtle defense 

campaign under the direction of Sea Shepherd 

Mexico (on-shore).

2017 

Operation 404: Campaign to end wild marine 

mammal captivity in zoos and dolphinariums 

worldwide (on-shore).

2016–2017 

Operation Nemesis: Sea Shepherd’s eleventh 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern Ocean 

(M/Y Ocean Warrior, M/Y Steve Irwin).

2016–2017 

Operation Albacore: In 2016, Sea Shepherd 

started a new campaign in partnership with the 

governments of Gabon and São Tomé and Principe 

to stop illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) 

�shing in the Gulf of Guinea, West Africa. In 2017, 

Sea Shepherd returned to work with the Gabonese 

Navy and of�cers and the Gabonese Fisheries 

Enforcement Agency to patrol Gabon’s newly 

designated national marine parks and aquatic 

reserves, making up what is now Africa’s  

largest network of marine protected areas  

(M/Y Bob Barker).

2016–2017 

Marine Debris: Worldwide campaign to reduce 

and remove marine debris from the oceans and 

shores through beach clean-ups and education on 

alternatives to single-use plastics (on-shore).

2016–2017 

Operation Virus Hunter: A campaign by Sea 

Shepherd Conservation Society (US) in partnership 

with First Nations people to investigate open-

net salmon farm contamination of wild salmon 

populations in British Columbia, Canada (R/V  

Martin Sheen).

2016–2017 

Operation Bloody Fjords: Legal and on-shore 

campaign to stop the year-round slaughter of pilot 

whales and other dolphins in the Danish Faroe 

Islands known as the grindadráp or “grind” by 

challenging the Faroese and Danish institutions 

that continue to promote this cruel and outdated 

practice (on-shore).

2016–2017 

Lac Léman Campaign: Campaign under the 

direction of Sea Shepherd Switzerland to protect 

the nesting grounds of swans in and around Léman 

Lake, Switzerland (on-shore).

2016–2017 

Sea Shepherd Dive: Ongoing “Support and 

Report” network to enable the global diving 

community to become active partners with Sea 

Shepherd to stop poachers and criminal operators 

(on-shore and dive team).

2016 

Operation Driftnet: A campaign to locate the  

Fu Yuan Yu �eet in the Indian Ocean, document 

and gather evidence of their illegal activity, disrupt 

their operations, and con�scate their illegal driftnets. 

Through direct action, Sea Shepherd was able to 

shut down these illegal operations and draw attention 

to the resurgence of large-scale industrial drift netting 

vessels on the high seas (M/Y Steve Irwin).

2016 

Operation Jeedara: A campaign led by Sea 

Shepherd Australia as part of the Fight for the Bight 

Alliance, whose mission was to stop BP from drilling 

for oil in the Great Australian Bight, one of the last 

intact wilderness areas left on the planet (M/Y  

Steve Irwin).

2016 

Operation Pelagos: Research campaign in 

collaboration with the Università degli Studi di 

Siena and the CIMA Research Foundation to study 

the Pelagos Marine Mammal Sanctuary in the 

Mediterranean Sea, Italy (M/Y Brigitte Bardot).

2016 

Operation Guardian Angel: Campaign in 

partnership with the Mexican Navy and PROFEPA 

to stop the poaching of totoaba �sh. This campaign 

is an offshoot of Operation Milagro, to protect the 

endangered vaquita porpoise unintentionally caught 

in illegal totoaba nets, in the Sea of Cortez, Mexico 

(M/Y Farley Mowat).

2015–2017 

Operation Milagro: Campaign by Sea Shepherd 

Conservation Society (US) to protect the critically 

endangered vaquita, the world’s smallest and rarest 

cetacean, in the Sea of Cortez, Mexico (M/Y Sam 

Simon, M/Y Farley Mowat, M/Y John Paul DeJoria, 

R/V Martin Sheen).

2015–2017

Operation Mare Nostrum: Ghost net retrieval 

campaign by Sea Shepherd France in the 

Mediterranean Sea of France, Italy, and Greece 

(M/Y Brigitte Bardot and dive team).

2015–2016 

Operation Jairo: A campaign by Sea Shepherd 

Conservation Society (US) to defend endangered 

green, leatherback, hawksbill, olive ridley,  

and loggerhead turtles in Florida, Costa Rica  

and Honduras (on-shore).

2015–2016 

Operation Cap Roux: A campaign by Sea 

Shepherd France to protect the Mediterranean 

Sea’s Cap Roux Marine Reserve, the largest  

in France, from poachers (M/Y Brigitte Bardot).

2015–2016 

Operation Krill: Educational campaign to defend 

whales’ main food source, krill, from commercial 

exploitation in Antarctica by omega-3 production 

company, Blackmores (on-shore).

2015–2016 

Operation Ultimate Justice: Legal campaign in 

the US courts to stop the Japanese whaling �eet 

from illegally slaughtering up to 1,000 whales each 

year in the Southern Ocean, Antarctica (on-shore).

2015 

Operation Saimaa Seal: Campaign to protect  

the world’s most endangered seal and one of 

the most endangered mammals in the world, the 

Saimaa ringed seal of Lake Saimaa, Finland  

(on-shore).

2015 

Operation Sleppid Grindini: Campaign to 

continue the defense of pilot whales and other 

dolphins from slaughter in the Danish Faroe Islands 

(M/Y Brigitte Bardot, M/Y Sam Simon, M/Y  

Bob Barker).

2014–2017 

Operation Siracusa: Campaign by Sea Shepherd 

Italy to protect endangered dusky groupers and sea 

urchins from poachers in the Plemmirio Marine 

Reserve, Italy (on-shore).

2014–2017 

Tlanemani Campaign: Educational campaign  

to end the illegal captivity of wild marine mammals 

in Mexico under the direction of Sea Shepherd 

Mexico (on-shore).

2014–2017 

Operation Apex Harmony: Shark Defense 

Campaign to remove deadly drum-lines and 

ineffective shark nets that result in the death  

of non-target species, Australia (on-Shore and  

small boats).

2014–2016 

Operation Ice�sh: Campaign to shut down the 

Bandit 6 �eet of tooth�sh poachers in the Southern 

Ocean “shadowlands” where monitoring and 

surveillance are dif�cult (M/Y Sam Simon and M/Y 

Bob Barker).

2014–2015 

UK Seal Defense: Campaign to protect Scotland’s 

iconic seals from being killed illegally by coastal 

netting �shing operations and �sh farms in Northern 

Scotland, UK (on-shore and small boats).

2014 

Operation Sturmmöwe: A campaign by Sea 

Shepherd Germany to protect the largest seagull 

nesting colony in Bremen, Germany (on-shore).

2014 

Operation Warrelniet: Campaign by Sea 

Shepherd Belgium in partnership with Natuurpunt, 

Sea First Belgium, and BlueShark to stop the use 

of illegal gillnets on the Flemish coast, Belgium 

(on-shore).

2014 

Operation Grindstop: Campaign with 500 

volunteers on land and at sea to defend pilot whales 

and other dolphins in the Danish Faroe Islands  

(M/Y Brigitte Bardot, R/V Columbus).

2014 

Operation Pacuare: Campaign in partnership 

with Latin American Sea Turtles (LAST) Association 

to protect sea turtles from poachers on Pacuare 

Beach, Costa Rica (on-shore).

2014 

Operation Sunu Gaal: Campaign in partnership 

with the Republic of Senegal to patrol against illegal, 

unreported, and unregulated (IUU) Fishing, Senegal 

(M/Y Jairo Mora Sandoval).

2013–2017 

Humboldt National Campaign: Protection of the 

endemic marine wildlife in the Choros and Damas 

Islands Marine Reserve, Chile (on-Shore).
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2013–2014 

Operation Relentless: Sea Shepherd’s tenth 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving 784 whales (M/Y Bob Barker, M/Y 

Sam Simon, M/Y Steve Irwin).

2013 

Operation Reef Defense: Campaign to end 

the destruction of coral reefs in partnership with 

Hawaiian dive shops and the sur�ng community, 

Hawaii, US (on-shore and dive team).

2012–2013 

Operation Zero Tolerance: Sea Shepherd’s 

ninth Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop 

the illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving 932 whales (M/Y Bob Barker,  

M/Y Sam Simon, M/Y Steve Irwin, and M/Y  

Brigitte Bardot).

2012 

Operation Requiem: Campaign in partnership 

with Shark Angels to protect sharks through 

education, collaborative relationships with 

governments, and patrols in the waters of one  

of the South Paci�c’s largest marine reserves (M/Y 

Brigitte Bardot).

2012 

Dam Guardians: Campaign to monitor the 

senseless cull of federally protected sea lions on the 

Columbia River, US (on-shore).

2012 

Operation Kimberley Miinimbi: Campaign to 

stop Woodside from drilling in the world’s largest 

humpback whale nursery, Western Australia  

(M/Y Steve Irwin).

2011–2014 

Operation Toxic Gulf: Campaign with the Ocean 

Alliance to expose long-term environmental 

degradation after BP’s 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil 

spill in the Gulf of Mexico (R/V Odyssey).

2011–2012 

Operation Divine Wind: Sea Shepherd’s eighth 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving 768 whales (M/Y Bob Barker, M/Y 

Steve Irwin, and M/Y Brigitte Bardot).

2011–2012 

Operation Desert Seal: Campaign to protect 

seals from illegal slaughter in Cape Cross, Namibia, 

Africa (on-shore).

2011 

Operation Ferocious Islands: Campaign in 

partnership with the Brigitte Bardot Foundation 

to defend pilot whales and other dolphins in the 

Danish Faroe Islands (M/Y Brigitte Bardot, M/Y 

Steve Irwin).

2010–2016 

Operation In�nite Patience: Cove Guardian 

Campaign to document the slaughter and captivity 

of dolphins in Taiji, Japan, including Operation 

Henkaku (on-shore).

2010–2011 

Operation No Compromise: Sea Shepherd’s 

seventh Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop 

the illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving 863 whales (M/Y Bob Barker, M/Y 

Steve Irwin, M/Y Gojira).

2010–2011 

Operation Blue Rage: Campaign to protect the 

endangered blue�n tuna from poachers in the 

Mediterranean Sea (M/Y Steve Irwin).

2010 

Operation Gulf Rescue: Campaign to help 

rescue marine wildlife affected by BP’s Deepwater 

Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and prepare for 

Operation Toxic Gulf (on-shore).

2009–2010 

Operation Waltzing Matilda: Sea Shepherd’s 

sixth Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop 

the illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving 528 whales (M/Y Bob Barker, M/Y 

Steve Irwin, Ady Gil).

2008–2009 

Operation Mushashi: Sea Shepherd’s �fth 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving over 300 whales (M/Y Steve Irwin).

2008 

Canada Seal Defense: The ninth campaign  

to defend baby harp seals from Canadian sealers  

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada.  

The ship was seized and Captain Alex Cornelissen 

and First Of�cer Peter Hammarstedt were arrested, 

but the media attention results in the banning  

of all seal products in the European Union (M/Y  

Farley Mowat).

2007–2008 

Operation Migaloo: Sea Shepherd’s fourth 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving over 500 whales (M/Y Steve Irwin).

2006–2007 

Operation Leviathan: Sea Shepherd’s third 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, saving hundreds of whales (M/Y Farley 

Mowat, M/Y Robert Hunter).

2005–2006 

Operation Minke: Sea Shepherd’s second 

Antarctic Whale Defense Campaign to stop the 

illegal Japanese whaling �eet in the Southern 

Ocean, preventing the �eet from killing their quota 

(M/Y Farley Mowat).

2005 

South Paci�c Longlines: Retrieving any illegal 

�shing longlines while crossing the South Paci�c on 

the way to Australia (M/Y Farley Mowat).

2005 

Canada Seal Defense: Sea Shepherd’s eighth 

campaign to defend baby harp seals from Canadian 

sealers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada. 

Eleven crewmembers were arrested for interfering 

with the seal hunt (M/Y Farley Mowat).

2005 

Grand Banks Net Ripper: Sea Shepherd 

crew drop sixteen net rippers to deter drag 

trawl operations on the Tail of the Grand Banks, 

Newfoundland (M/Y Farley Mowat).

2004 

Brazil Coastal Patrols: Campaign in partnership 

with the rangers of San Fernando de Noronha 

National Park to campaign the coast of Brazil (M/Y 

Farley Mowat).

2003–2004 

Dolphin Defense Campaigns: Sea Shepherd 

volunteers attempt to free the dolphins captured for 

slaughter and captivity in Taiji, Japan (on-shore).

2003 

Canada Seal Defense: For the seventh campaign 

to defend baby harp seals, Captain Watson leads 

a helicopter investigation of the escalated seal hunt 

on the East coast of Canada (M/Y Sea Shepherd III).

2002–2003 

First Antarctica Campaign: Antarctic Whale 

Defense Campaign to stop the illegal Japanese 

whaling �eet in the Southern Ocean (M/Y  

Farley Mowat).

2000–2017 

Galapagos Campaign: Ongoing campaign 

to protect the Galapagos Marine Reserve in 

partnership with the Galapagos National Park, 

including use of the M/Y Sirenian, K-9 unit, AIS, 

education programs, Operation Aquatic Iron Rust 

Storm (2007), and Operation Mangrove (2008)  

(on-shore and M/Y Sirenian).

1999–2000 

Oil Spill Cleanup: Sea Shepherd assisted in 

helping save wildlife after oil spills by tankers Erika 

(France), Petrobas (Brazil), and Volgoneft 247 

(Turkey) (on-shore).

1998 

Canada Seal Defense: Sea Shepherd’s sixth 

campaign is the �rst conservation vessel to 

document the baby harp seals hunt in the Gulf 

of St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada, since 1983. 

The presence of celebrities and journalists ward 

off sealers from the main seal nursery (M/Y Sea 

Shepherd III).

1997 

Italy Driftnets: Campaign to stop Italy’s illegal 

driftnetters in the Mediterranean (M/Y Sea 

Shepherd III).

1997 

Siberian Whaling Campaign: Sea Shepherd 

sends a media team to secretly photo-document 

illegal grey whale and walrus hunt operations in 

Siberia (on-shore).

1996 

Canada Seal Defense: The �fth campaign to 

defend baby harp seals from Canadian sealers in 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada. Sea 

Shepherd demonstrates how baby harp seal hair 

can be gathered through a humane method of 

brushing away molting hair, instead of clubbing the 

seals for their fur (on-shore).

1995–2000 

Makah Whale Hunt: Campaign to stop the 

Makah Indian tribe of Neah Bay, Washington, from 

resuming a commercial whale hunt of the California 

grey whales under an 1855 treaty with the US. 

Over a dozen British Columbia tribes assert that 

they would press for an extension of their �shing 

rights to include whales should the Makah’s petition 

be approved. Sea Shepherd committed itself to 

ongoing presence, media campaigns, and work 

with US Congressman Jack Metcalf (R-WA) so that 

the US Administration would withdraw support of 

the Makah’s formal petition (M/Y Sirenian).

1995 

Canada Seal Defense: The fourth campaign to 

defend baby harp seals from Canadian sealers in 

Eastern Canada is interrupted before it starts when 

Captain Watson and his crew and the actor and 

Sea Shepherd supporter Martin Sheen are attacked 

by sealers in their Magdalen Islands hotel. Instead of 

arresting the sealers, local police forcibly expel Sea 

Shepherd from the Magdalen Islands (on-shore).

1993 

Grand Banks: Captain Watson chases the illegal 

Cuban and Spanish �shing �eets off the Nose and 

the Tail of the Grand Banks, Canada (M/Y Cleveland 

Amory and M/Y Whales Forever).

1992/2001–2002 

Cocos Island Protection: An agreement with 

the government of Costa Rica and the Cocos 

Island Foundation to patrol against illegal �shing 

operations around the Cocos Island (M/Y Sea 

Shepherd II, M/Y Edward Abbey).

1992/1994 

Norwegian Whaling: Campaign to confront illegal 

whaling activities in Norway and scuttle whaling �eet 

in port (On-shore and M/Y Whales Forever).

1991 

Trinidad: Sea Shepherd partners with the Trinidad 

& Tobago Coast Guard to stop illegal Taiwanese 

longliners in Trinidad waters (M/Y Sea Shepherd II).

1990–1992 

Paci�c Driftnets: Operation to �nd and stop 

driftnetting �eets in the North Paci�c (M/Y Sea 

Shepherd II).

1989 

Dolphin Protection: Operation to protect dolphins 

from Venezuelan tuna seiners in Costa Rica and 

Mexican tuna boats in the Eastern Tropical Paci�c 

(M/Y Sea Shepherd II).

1987 

Aleutian Driftnets: Anti-driftnet campaign  

in the North Paci�c Aleutian Islands to document 

and remove ghost nets (M/Y Divine Wind).

1985/1986/2000 

Faroe Islands Campaigns: Operations to stop  

the slaughter of pilot whales and other dolphins 

from being slaughtered in the Danish Faroe Islands 

(M/Y Sea Shepherd II and M/Y Ocean Warrior).

1984 

Operation Friends of the Wolf: Captain Paul 

Watson launched a land-based campaign on behalf 

of wolves, organizing a high-pro�le intervention 

against the aerial shooting of wolves in northern 

British Columbia (on-shore).

1983 

Canada Seal Defense: Sea Shepherd blockades 

the harbor at St. John’s, Newfoundland, for  

the third campaign to defend baby harp seals from 

Canadian sealers. The sealing �eet is prevented 

from leaving for two weeks, and Sea Shepherd 

drives four more ships out of the seal nursery  

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence before Canadian Coast 

Guard icebreakers ram the Sea Shepherd II and  

the RCMP arrest the captain and crew for violating 

the ironically-named Seal Protection Act which 

makes it unlawful to document the seal hunt. All 

charges are eventually dropped, but the ship remains 

in Canadian detention (M/Y Sea Shepherd II).

1982 

UK Seal Defense Campaigns: Operations to stop 

grey seal hunting on Ireland’s Iniskea Island in the 

Scottish Orkney Islands. In 1984 Captain Watson 

raised the funds to purchase one of the small 

islands, Little Green Holm, and designated it the 

“Sea Shepherd Seal Sanctuary” (on-shore).

1982 

Dolphin Defense: Campaign to stop the slaughter 

of dolphins on Iki Island, Japan (on-shore).

1981 

Canada Seal Defense: On the second campaign 

to defend baby harp seals from Canadian sealers 

in Eastern Canada, Captain Watson and his crew 

take ocean kayaks to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and 

spray hundreds of seals with harmless blue dye to 

prevent sealers from slaughtering them for their fur 

(on-shore).

1981 

Siberian Whaling: Campaign to document and 

expose illegal whaling industry in Soviet Siberia  

(M/Y Sea Shepherd II).

1980 

Scuttling of Whale Poaching Fleet: Operation to 

hunt down the pirate whaling vessels from Spain, 

Ibsa I and Ibsa II, and sink them in port (on-shore).

1979–1980 

Hunt for the Sierra: Operation to hunt down 

and sink one of the world’s most notorious pirate 

whalers, the Sierra, in the port of Leixoes, Portugal 

(M/Y Sea Shepherd).

1979 

Canada Seal Defense: First campaign to defend 

baby harp seals from Canadian sealers in the Gulf 

of St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada. Captain Watson 

and his crew spray indelible organic dye on the 

white pelts of over a thousand seals to render them 

commercially worthless, before being arrested  

(M/Y Sea Shepherd).






